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Abstract
During the past years polymer materials have gained enormous importance in the automotive industry. Especially
their application for interior parts to help in passenger safety load cases and their use for bumper fascias in pedestrian safety load cases have driven the demand for much more realistic finite element simulations. For such applications the material model 187 (i.e. MAT_SAMP-1) in LS-DYNA® has been developed.
In the present paper the authors show how the parameters for the rather general model may be adjusted to allow for
the simulation of crazing effects during plastic loading. Crazing is usually understood as inelastic deformation that
exhibits permanent volumetric deformations. Hence a material model that is intended to be applied for polymer
components that show crazing effects during the experimental study, should be capable to produce the correct volumetric strains during the respective finite element simulation. The paper discusses the real world effect of crazing,
the ideas to capture these effect in a numerical model and exemplifies the theoretical ideas with a real world structural component finite element model.

Introduction
Crazing is generally understood as the formation of micro cracks as sketched in Figure 1 (the micrograph is taken from [16]). As a consequence thereof, the change of color to white is visibly
detectable since the crack-lengths become the magnitude of the wavelength of light. From a mechanical point of view, crazing leads to plastic (i.e. permanent) deformation accompanied by an
increase of volume. Since surface cracks occur preferably under biaxial loading, crazing leads to
low yield stress values in uniaxial/biaxial tension that can also be detected experimentally. It also
seems to occur under high values of hydrostatic tension. In the present paper, the authors like to
show how these effects can be captured in a phenomenological way by using non-isochoric plasticity and ductile damage.
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Figure 1: Formation of crazing

Numerical Treatment
In the present study, we used the SAMP-model suggested in [11]. This model combines nonisochoric plasticity and ductile damage. The advantage of this model is that all required input
data may be provided in a tabulated way. Thus no parameter identification is necessary which
represents an important factor in daily practice. See e.g. [13] for an overview of ductile damage
models in LS-DYNA® in comparison with the tabulated damage model in SAMP. In what follows we give a short overview of the SAMP-model and the corresponding damage formulation.

Yield Surface and Plastic Potential in SAMP
The basic idea of SAMP is illustrated in Figure 2. Starting point is the definition of a pressure
depending, quadratic yield surface

(

)

2
f p, σ vm , ε p = σ vm
− A0 − A1 p − A2 p 2 ≤ 0 .

(1)

This yield surface is defined by three independent stress states in the invariant plane following
from tensile, compression, shear or biaxial stress for a fixed plastic strain during hardening. The
hardening curve may be given in a tabulated way as it is well known from MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICTY. The strain rate dependency is defined by tabulated tensile
curves, i.e. the strain rate behaviour is assumed to be identically for all stress states. If less than
three stress states are provided, the SAMP yield surface degenerates to a Drucker-Prager model
(see [4], 2 curves are used) and a von Mises model (1 curve) respectively. Providing usually tensile, compression and shear data, the SAMP-coefficients are computed from the hardening
curves internally by
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Figure 2: Yield surface in SAMP (Semi-Analytical Model for Polymers)
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In order to simulate crazing, the increase of volume during plastic flow is taken into account by
defining the plastic potential
2
g = σ vm
+ αp 2 .

(2)

The parameter α is determined internally if a plastic Poisson ratio νp (lateral strain rate over longitudinal strain rate) is provided by the user: i.e. either by a constant value or in a tabulated way
as a function of longitudinal strain. In this context, it is also possible to define different behaviour under tension and compression. In the latter case, thermoplastics do not show volume increase so that it is recommended to define νp=0.5=const under pressure.
Damage Models in SAMP

The model uses the notion of the effective cross section, which is the true cross section of the
material minus the cracks that have developed. We define the effective stress as the force divided
by the effective cross section

σ=

F
σ
F
F
, σ eff =
=
=
A
Aeff A(1 − d ) 1 − d

(3)

which allows defining an effective yield stress of σ y , eff =

σy
1− d

. The damaged yield function in

SAMP is given by
2
Φ = σ vm
− A2 p 2 − (1 − d ) A1 p − (1 − d ) A0
2

(4)
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By application of the principle of strain equivalence, stating that if the undamaged modulus is
used, the effective stress corresponds to the same elastic strain as the true stress using the damσ eff
σ
, Ed =
= E (1 − d ) . Note that the plastic strains are
aged modulus, one can write E =
εe
εe
σ
σ eff
=ε −
. No damage will occur under pure elastic deformatherefore the same: ε p = ε −
E
Ed
tion with this model. Among others, the damage model represents a good approximation to fit
the unloading behavior of plastics [6]. A similar model is given by Lemaitre, where the damaged
yield function is given by

(

)

2
Φ = σ vm
− (1 − d ) σ y2, eff ε p , eff ,
2

(5)

which leads to the same formulation as SAMP if we set A1 = A2 = 0 and A0 = σ y2, eff . For a comparison of the chosen model with the formulation by Gurson we may rewrite
2
⎛ q − 3p ⎞
σ vm
⎟ − 1 − (q1 f * )2 = 0 .
Φ = 2 + 2q1 f * cosh ⎜ 2
⎟
⎜
σ y , eff
⎝ 2σ y , eff ⎠

With cosh ( x ) ≈ 1 +
2
Φ ≈ σ vm
+

x2
2

(6)

we obtain a Taylor-approximation of Gurson's yield surface by

9
2
q1 f * q22 p 2 − (1 − q1 f *) σ y2, eff .
4

(7)

f*=0.00
f*=0.05
f*=0.10
f*=0.15
f*=0.20

Figure 3: Evolution of the yield surface in function of damage in invariant plane
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Comparison with Equation (4) yields the SAMP-parameters to be d = q1 f * , A0 = σ y2, eff , A1 = 0
9
and A2 = − dq22 ≠ const . Note that the last term is non-constant, i.e. the shape of the yield sur4
face changes with increasing damage, see Figure 3. A comparison of the damage model in
SAMP with Gurson's formulation, where Gurson's evolution law is approximated in SAMP by
an equivalent tabulated input consisting of damage in function of plastic strain can be found in
the study [15].

Application
As an industrial application we show a validation procedure for a structural part taken from a
bumper that is made from PP T10. The experimental setup consists of a compression test on the
structural component (Figure 4). In the picture in the middle, the formation of crazing can be observed very nicely. The intent of the present study is, on the one hand, to demonstrate the importance to consider the different behavior of thermoplastics under tension and compression. And,
on the other hand, to represent crazing of the thermoplastic as it occurs in real-worldexperiments.

Figure 4: Component test
In the first step, strain rate dependent tensile tests are performed and a material card is fitted
solely from this tensile tests. We start our component validation with a standard material model
in LS-DYNA: MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICTY (Mat No. 24). In order to investigate
the mesh dependency we provide two meshes: A fine mesh (1mm element size) and a coarse
mesh (6mm element size), see Figure 5.

Figure 5: Coarse mesh (6mm element size) and fine mesh (1mm element size)
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displacement
Figure 6: Force-displacement in comparison with the experiment: Mat No. 24 vs. SAMP

force

The problem of material cards which are fitted entirely under tension consists of the fact that
there is no guarantee that it also works for multi-axial loading. In the present component test we
have bending and, nearly exclusive, compression. The force-displacement-diagram in Figure 6
shows a typical behavior for thermoplastics: Material cards that are fitted for uniaxial tension
yield a too soft response under bending and compression. Mat. No. 24 (dashed line) is therefore
not capable to fit the experiment (dotted line) and, thus, different yield curves under compression
and tension are necessary! This has been done in SAMP where a Drucker-Prager-model has been
generated by scaling the tensile date by a factor 1.3 in the compressive region. This model is already in a very good agreement with the experimental data, though the range in the diagram
where cracks occur are still too stiff. This is a topic of further investigation in near future.

displacement
Figure 7: Influence of meshing
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b) SAMP

Figure 8: Crazing: Mat No. 24 vs. SAMP (coarse mesh)
Figure 7 shows the influence of using a coarse mesh and a fine mesh. As expected, the coarse
mesh yields to a slightly stiffer response. This has also to be taking into account in full-carsimulations where the average element size is rather 5mm than 1mm. Further study has shown
that mesh convergence will be reached for approximately 2mm element characteristic length.
At last, crazing of the component is approached by using the following SAMP-features:
−
−
−
−

plastic Poisson’s ratio decreases with increasing plastic strain (further input curve)
plastic incompressibility under compression
reduced biaxial strength (further input curve)
damage evolution is considered (further input curve)

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the simulation in comparison to Mat No. 24. As can be seen,
the deformation behavior (see Figure 4) cannot be reproduced by using Mat No. 24. We obtain a
totally different (and wrong) buckling mode. The simulation using SAMP together with the features described above yields to a quite more realistic deformation behavior. Moreover, the region
of plastic volumetric strain (which is zero in Mat No. 24) represents a one-to-one relation to the
region of crazing in the structural part. With other words, the effect of crazing cannot be simulated by any isochoric elasto-plastic material law! The craze deformation can be further improved by using the fine mesh (see Figure 9b).
a) Mat. No. 24

b) SAMP

Figure 9: Crazing: Mat No. 24 vs. SAMP (fine mesh)
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Summary and Outlook

Matching a measured force-displacement curve in a simulation should be phase 2 of the validation process. The numerical model will have a very limited range of validity unless the deformation (and failure) mode in the simulation correspond to what was observed. It seems useful to
consider a coupling between damage and volumetric plastic strain in the simulation of thermoplastics. A combination of volumetric plastic strain, damage and reduced biaxial strength allowed to simulate the craze deformation in a rather complex structural part. The influence of
crack formation and crack propagation is topic of further investigation in the near future.
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